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Notes	

•  in	order	to	run	esa	Training,	your	Apple	device	must	have	installed	IOS	5.1.x	or	later;	
Follow	a	complete	list	of	devices	that	support	this	IOS	version:	
•  iPod	Touch:	4°	generaFon;	5°	generaFon;	
•  iPhone:	4;	4S;	5;	5S;	5C;	6;	6plus	
•  iPad:	iPad2;	iPad	3°	generaFon;	iPad	4°	generaFon.	iPad	Air	all	versions.	
•  iPad	mini	(all	versions)	
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esa	 training	 is	 the	 first	 integrated	 instrumentaFon	 for	 sailing,	 that	 can	 help	 the	 sailor	 in	 the	 difficult	 process	 of	
adjusFng	the	sails,	regardless	of	their	level	of	experience.	
	
esa	 training	provides	guidelines	 for	proper	adjustment	of	 rigging	 (halyard	 tension,	base,	boom	vang,	 jib	clew	point	
posiFon	and	mainsheet	traveler)	as	a	funcFon	of	the	wind	speed		and	wind	angle	you	are	sailing.	
		
esa	training	,	through	an	elaborate	algorithm,	is	able	to	suggest	adjustments	to	the	sails	and	evaluate	in	real	Fme	the	
result,	bringing	the	boat	to	the	maximum	of	its	possibiliFes	in	a	few	simple	steps.	
	
esa	training	is	a	useful	tool	at	any	level:		
-  from	the	beginner	who	wants	to	improve	the	basic	seQngs	of	the	sails,	both	cruising	and	racing,		
-  to	 the	 racer	 who	 search	 for	 the	 maximum	 performance	 of	 the	 boat	 ,	 without	 having	 to	 use	 sophisFcated	

instruments		that	typically	has	the	cost	and	complexity	of	using	much	higher	than	those	of	esa	

esa	training	retains	many	of	the	features	of	the	applicaFon	esa	regaRa,	such	as:		
-  Info	page	to	view	a	pleasure	navigaFon	data;		
-  the	 target	 page	 to	 compare	 their	 performance	 when	 sailing	 upwind	 and	 downwind,	 with	 the	 theoreFcal	 one	

obtained	from	the	polar	stored	in	memory;		
-  the	 polar	 page	 to	 compare	 your	 speed	 at	 any	 sailing	 point,	 with	 the	 theoreFcal	 one	 obtained	 from	 the	 polar	

stored	in	memory;		
-  the	page	with	the	graphs	to	quickly	display	the	wind	changes	both	direcFon	and	intensity.	

esa	training	takes	advantage	of	the	power	and	ease	of	use	of	Apple	devices	(iPhone,	iPad,	iPod).	
	
esa	training	is	connected	to	the	boat’s	instruments	through	a	specific	transmiRer	(GAMP	0183-esa	sold	by	Astra	
Yacht)	that	communicates	with	the	device	through	a	proprietary	protocol.	
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Introduction: welcome in esa training 
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For	 esa	 Training	 to	 work	 properly	 and	 can	 express	 the	 best	 of	 its	 poten:al	 it	 is	 important	 that	 the	 on-board	
instrumenta:on	is	calibrated.	
esa	Training	 imports	from	the	onboard	instrumentaFon	a	series	of	essenFal	data	which	then	processes;	Boat	speed	
(BS),	MagneFc	Heading	(HDG),		apparent	wind	angle	(AWA)	and	apparent	wind	speed	(AWS).	
	
We	 advise	 you	 to	 carefully	 read	 the	 instrucFons	 of	 your	 on-board	 navigaFon	 system	 and	 perform	 calibraFons	 of	 the	 above	 data	 as	
described	in	the	manual.	The	values	 � �of	the	calibraFon	may	vary	over	Fme,	it	is	good	pracFce	to	periodically	check	to	make	sure	both	the	
instrument	system	and	esa	Training	are	funcFoning	properly.	
	
It’s	useful	to	understand	the	meaning	of	the	symbols	that	appear	on	the	screens	of	esa	
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WARNINGS 

Acronym 	 	Denomina:on	 												Meaning	
	
AWA 	 	 	Apparent	Wind	Angle		 	Angle	(°)	of	the	apparent	wind	with	respect	to	its	bow	(+	from	right,	-from	leb)	
AWS 	 	 	Apparent	Wind	Speed	 	Apparent	wind	speed	(knots)	
BS 	 	 	Boat	speed 	 	 	Speed	boat	on	the	water	(knots)	
BS	pol 	 	 	Boat	Speed	Polar 	 	Speed	boat	as	from	polar	(knots)	
BS	pol	% 	 	Boat	Speed	Polar	Perc. 	Percentage	of	boat	speed	over	the	polar	(as	target)	
BStg 	 	 	Boat	Speed	Target 	 	Boat	Speed	target	upwind/downwind	(knots)	
COG 	 	 	Course	Over	Ground 	 	Boat’s	course	over	ground	(GPS)	(knots)	
FL	TWD 	 	FairLine	TrueWindDirecFon 	Wind	direcFon	perpendicular	to	the	starFng	line.	
HDG 	 	 	Heading 	 	 	DirecFon	of	the	magneFc	bow	(°)	
OPP	TACK 	 	Opposite	Tack	 	 	New	Bow	(M°)	aber	a	tack	or	jibe	sailing	with	TWA	tg	
SOG 	 	 	Speed	Over	Ground 	 	Boat	speed	over	ground	(GPS)	(knots)	
TWA 	 	 	True	Wind	Angle 	 	Actual	angle	(°)	of	the	wind	respect	to	the	bow	(+from	right,	-	from	leb)	
TWAtg	 	 	True	Wind	Angle	Target 	Actual	angle	of	the	wind	to	beat	target	upwind/downwind	(+from	right,	-	from	leb)	
TWD 	 	 	True	Wind	DirecFon 	 	True	Wind	direcFon	with	respect	to	North	magn.	
TWS 	 	 	True	Wind	Speed 	 	True	wind	speed	(knots)	
VMG 	 	 	Velocity	Made	Good 	 	ProjecFon	of	boat	speed	on	the	direcFon	of	the	wind	(knots)	
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CAUTION 
 
If you want to restart the esa program (especially in case of errors related to incorrect attribution data, with an output of the program) you should 
double click the home button of your Apple device, and then swipe out esa to close the app, otherwise esa will remain active in background and it will 
not restart from scratch. 
 

It’s Easy, few steps and run! 

4.  Select an existing esa file or 
create a new one; 

5.  Push Start 

The following presentation helps you to familiarize yourself with the operation modes of esa. 
We recommend using the demos to learn more about esa with the help of this manual. 

 

1.  Select the reference file for the 
Yard Polar 

2.  Activate Wi-Fi connection with  
the AstraYacht’s hardware 
(GAMP NMEA0183) 

3.  Press play 

1	

2	

3	

4	

5	

6. esa Training is working. 

6	
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5	

5.  Activate the wi-fi connection; 
6.  Press Play. 

Demo Mode 

3.  Select a Sailing Point; 
4.  Push Ok; 

1.  Select the reference file for the 
Yard Polar 

2.  Activate Demo mode. 

1	

2	 3	

4	

6	
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Funzionalità esa: le 5 schermate principali 
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6 MAIN SCREENS 

5.  Indication of Polar speed at any 
wind angle 

6.  Wind history. 

1.  Starting page: press Play to enter 
esa training algorithm. 

2.  Basic settings: rig settings for 
jib and mainsail according to 
wind speed and wind angle. 

3.  Info Page: displaying 
navigation data 

4.  Target visualization: target boat 
speed and wind angle to maximize 
VMG (bolina e poppa)  

 

Si passa alle varie pagine scorrendo lo schermo orizzontalmente o selezionando i tasti  di scorrimento , in basso nello schermo 
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Button “Wi Fi” 
connection with on 
board harware. 

It’s possible to visualize some navigation 
statistics 

Play to switch to next 
page of esa training 
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Initial pages: HOME PAGE 

Send registred data by email 

It’s possible to practice with esa Training at 
home activating DEMO mode. 

REFERENCE	POLAR	FILE	:	
You	can	select		a	file	already	stored	in	
memory	or	you	can	directly	insert	a	new	
polar	table	with	the	“create	new”	buRon	.	
	
A	new	polar	can	also	be	stored	using	iTunes	
imporFng	it	from	the	PC.	(see	page	25)	

Choice	of	reference	Polar	files	from	which	the	target	value	of	the	speed	of	the	boat	are	extracted	(it	can	be	one	of	those	of	the	
defaults	in	esa	or	one	inserted	by	the	user)	
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You can create a new file within the app or continue recording on an existing one selected from the list. 
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Initial pages: CHOICE “polar file” 

•  with button “Create new file” you will insert a new 
name log file, or it will be automatically saved in 
the yymmdd_hhmm format. 

• 	SelecFng	a	file	from	the	list,	you	will	conFnue	
to	record	on	the	same.	

• Pressing	the	Start		buRon	will	acFvate	esa,	and	will	
take	you	to	the	first	page	of	the	program.	
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Pressing the Play button will enter the heart of esa training program, enabling the algorithm that will help you 
optimize the adjustment of the sails in a totally assisted (ESA) or in support mode (USER) 
 
See Pag 15 and subsequent. 
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Main screens: starting page of esa training 

Use swipe to move from one page to another. 
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You can display four data available in a choice of fourteen, by selecting them through a slight pressure on 
the soft keys to the left of the screen.  
The selected data appear with the button on a white background. 
  
In addition to the data obtained from the instrumentation, there are those calculated by the system esa: BS 
tg, tg TWA, BS pol, AWA tg, Opp Tack. 
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Main screens: Page INFO 
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Target BS: target boat speed  for maximum 
VMG 

Choose from: 
- 1 TWS, TWD  
- 2 HDG, Opp Tack 

Boat Speed: real boat 
speed 
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Main screens: TARGET VMG (upwind and downwind) (1/2) 

This page shows the optimal boat speed and true wind angle that generate the highest VMG (Velocity 
Made Good ) going up wind and downwind, that are extracted from  the polar table, given the intensity 
and angle of the wind. 

The % shows the relationship between real 
VMG and VMG target. The bar is red for % 
greater than 100 (up to 120). 

TWA:  true wind angle target for 
maximum VMG is indicated 
graphically with a white triangle 

True wind angle: is also shown by 
the white pointer. 
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Boat Speed: actual boat 
speed 

% :percentage of your performance 
against polar value (max 120%). 

TWA True WIND Angle both analog and 
digital notation 

Polar BS: speed calculated from polar table. 

TWS True WIND Speed 
TWD True WIND Dir 
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Main screens: TARGET VMG (upwind and downwind) (1/2) 

If	you	are	not	sailing	upwind	or	downwind,	the	speed	goal	is	shown,	obtaining	data	from	the	ac:ve	polar	table,	
depending	on	the	angle	of	the	boat	with	the	true	wind	and	its	intensity:	targets	are	con:nuously	updated	in	real	
:me.	
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It’s usefull to immediately visualize the wind trend, both speed and direction. 
It is displayed in a graphical form with the addition of the mean and instantaneous values of intensity and 
direction. 
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Main Screens: WIND History 

• 	TWD:	true	wind	direcFon,	avg	
indicates	the	average	value	(249),	in	
the	center	you	can	see	the	current	
value	(253).	
	
• 	TWS:	true	wind	intensity,	avg	
indicates	the	mean	value	(5.8),	in	the	
center	you	can	see	the	current	value	
(5.7).	
	
• 	The	graphs	show	the	condiFons	of	
TWS	and	TWD	in	the	last	20	minutes;	
the	most	recent	values	��are	those	at	the	
top.	
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ESA TRAINING:  Select operating mode 

Choose	'	ESA	'	to	enter	the	automaFc	mode	of	training;	in	this	case,	esa	Training	guides	you	through	fine-
tuning	the	sails	in	fully	automaFc	mode,	unFl	the	best	performance	possible.	(P.	16)	
Choose	'	USER'	to	switch	to	manual	adjustments.	in	this	case,	esa	Training	provides	the	result	of	adjustments	
in	terms	of	improving	or	worsening.	(P.	24)	
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ESA TRAINING:  Automatic mode (ESA) 

The first thing to do, to optimize the adjustments of the sails, is sail with apparent wind angle  as 
constant as possible. When you're in the chosen route, press the button ' set AWA ' and try to stay 
stable as possible around the value attached. If during the process of analysys the AWA strays too far 
from the value set, you are prompted to move within that value or set a new AWA for testing. 
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ESA TRAINING:  Automatic mode (ESA) – info page. 

In order to perform the optimization, the system needs 
to know how to set the sails. Therefore, the user is 
required to answer these simple questions based on 
the observation of the sails themselves in order to 
instruct the program about the conditions in which you 
are sailing. 
Once you are finished, press the ' calculate ' button to 
start the algorithm and follow the instructions on the 
screen. 

Press‘OK’ to accept the suggestion; 
press‘NO’ to cancel and change the answers. 
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The purpose of the preliminary adjustments is to get to 
a situation where no more flapping sails.  
At this point, start the procedure for subsequent 
adjustment and optimization for analysis of variation in 
performance. 

Press‘OK’ to accept the suggestion; 
press‘NO’ to cancel and change the answers. 

ESA TRAINING:  Automatic mode (ESA) – info page. 
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Sailing with a constant wind angle, click ' Start Trim‘; now 
proceed with the changes to the previously suggested and 
sails, for convenience, featured on this page (Ease Jib). 

ESA TRAINING: trimming procedure. 

After the adjustment, press the ' End Trim’button  to start 
the parsing algorithm. 
 
If you have done confusion and want to repeat the 
adjustment of the sail, press ' Cancel ' and start the 
procedure over again. 
 
Pressing ' Exit ' you leave ESA Training and returns to the 
initial page (page 9 of this manual) 
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ESA TRAINING: Analysis of adjustment. 

The algorithm calculates the effect of adjusting the sail 
boat's performance. 
Esa Training, through the algorithm created, is able to 
assess improvements or deterioration in performance, 
even with variations in wind speed and wind angle 
occurring during adjustment. 

The algorithm does not stop run until you reach a stable 
situation. 
If in the meantime are factors that cause us to abandon 
the test, press ' Stop ' to return to the overview page (page 
16 of this manual). 
During the analysis, the percentage of the performance 
bar, is replaced with a bar indicating the percentage of the 
adjustment effect. 
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At the end of the analysis remains highlighted on the 
status bar percentage, the result of adjustment. 
By pressing the ' Next Trim ’ button we refer to the 
information page about the status of the sails. 

Answer questions and press ' compute' to move to the 
next trim. 

ESA TRAINING: Next trim. 
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Proceeding with the regulations, you can also present 
particular situations where, for example, a sail flap but we 
are unable to further trim it. 

In this case the type of Tip no longer change the sheets, 
but a change of mainsail car position. 

ESA TRAINING: more tips. 
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ESA TRAINING: best performance reached. 

When it is no longer possible to improve the performance 
of the boat, the program displays a window with the 
following text that indicates the  ideal setting of the sails. 

This situation will remain so until the wind conditions or 
the sailing point changes. In this case will be reported to 
the user that further adjustments are needed and the 
optimization process is restarted. 

96

Congratulations, the boat 
has the best settings 
possible with this sailing 
point.

Warning! Conditions have 
changed. New adjustments 
are needed 

Restart 
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ESA TRAINING:  manual mode (User) 

If you want to make adjustments and check their 
performance, then the USER mode is created specifically 
for the purpose.  
Select the setting you want to do for main and jib, 
individually or simultaneously, by ticking the respective 
box.  
Press 'DONE' to start the analysis. 
 

This will open a page very similar to that seen in the 
automatic mode.  
Press 'Start Trim' before adjusting the sails, and ’End Trim' 
at the end.  
The analysis algorithm will produce the result of the 
adjustment.  
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Attachment 2: Polar insertion from iTunes 

You	can	enter	data	of	the	polars	in	the	esa	program	both	with	direct	
write	opFon,	(see	page	8)	and	through	iTunes.	
	
In	the		iTunes	page	you	select	the	device	app,	and	at	the	boRom	
on	the	leb	side	of	the	page	you	select	esa	RegaRa	(or	a	demo	
if	you	want	to	pracFce).	
	
You	select	the	file	to	be	inserted,	with	the	funcFon		“add”.	
	
Aber	the	entry,	the	file	appears	in	the	data	visible	on	iTunes.	
		
It	is	inserted	into	the	program,	between	the	polar	and	is	
selectable	or	editable	as	a	pole	inserted	originally.	

CAUTION:		
If	you	insert	a	new	polar	use	only	esa	format	txt,	to	avoid	program	crash.	See	website	www.AstraYacht.com:	File	Polar	Yard	(located	in:	Products,	
DocumentaFon).	
	


